Steps to create a digital control to be able to programatically update its Boolean Text with both ASCII and Unicode characters:

1. Drop a Digital Control e.g. Switch

2. Right click and display Caption and Boolean Text from Visible Items menu

3. Copy a Unicode string from another application (e.g. こんにちは Google Translate in a web browser) to the clipboard, and paste it into the Boolean text of the control. The Boolean Text should display the Unicode string correctly.

4. Programmatically update the Boolean Text with an ASCII string. The Boolean Text will not display the correct ASCII string, but instead will display some Unicode characters.
Place a cursor in the Boolean Text to the right of the current characters.

Add some extra characters from the keyboard. They will be displayed as additional Unicode characters.

Click the mouse cursor outside of the Boolean Text box. The text in the Boolean Text will switch back to ASCII.

The digital control should now display both ASCII and Unicode characters when passed programmatically.